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FITTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR RYCO CABIN AIR FILTER RCA208P
HYUNDAI I20 (PB)
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The cabin air filter is located in the footwell area against
the centre console as indicated in the pic.
The cabin air filter is located in the footwell area against
the centre console as indicated in the pic.

Move protective foam out of the
way and proceed to release the
cabin air filter housing lid by
pressing clip as indicated on the 
picture. 
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Filter comes in two pieces.
Slide out the bottom one and
then the top one. 
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Note how the old filter
was fitted and pay
attention to air flow
direction and
organize the Ryco
filters the same way. 
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Slide the top Ryco filter first and
push it upwards. If placed properly
it should stay up by itself, then
slide bottom one. Push in gently
both filters until it clicks in.
The housing lid will them easily
fit back. The lid won't secure
until filters are in the right position.   
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